
SET B552 ZEN BY CERSANIT CONCEALED SET WITH
THERMOSTATIC WALL-MOUNTED FAUCET CHROME
WITH BOX
COLLECTION ZEN BY CERSANIT, ZEN BY CERSANIT FITTINGS 2

PRODUCT CODE: S952-032

Product description

The ZEN by Cersanit collection is characterized by a refined to perfection combination of harmonious shapes and high-end design,
which will bring a calming aura to any interior - regardless of its style or size. The concealed shower set from the ZEN by Cersanit
collection is a complete solution for every bathroom. The concealed bath-shower faucet is fitted with a 35 mm thermostatic
ceramic cartridge which enables smooth control of the water stream throughout its life cycle. The concealed part of the fittings is a
modern solution in the form of a box, which is easy to install and replace. The set includes the SLIM (0.2 cm) stainless steel 25 cm
rain shower with Cersanit EasyCLEAN silicone finish, a 2.4 cm diameter single-function hand shower, a 150 cm long PVC shower
hose (WRAS certified) and a 64 cm long bar with sliding holder (stainless steel). The set has a chrome surface finish, which has
been protected with Cersanit’s abrasion-resistant Super Shine coating. The product comes with a 12-year warranty on the body, a
3-year warranty on the thermostatic cartridge and a 2-year warranty on the other elements of the set.

Technical data

Acoustic group Ii
Assembly method Wall
Colour Chrome
Diameter of the handset 2,8
Finished Silicone - cersanit easy clean
Flow class B/s
Functions of the handset Rain
Material of the hose Pvc
Mechanism Thermostat
The length of the hose 150

Type of chroming Cersanit super shine -thickness of the nickel 8-12μm and chrome 0.25-0.3 μm applied on
a faucet cersanit, guarantees high quality even after several years

Type of handle Slide bar
Type of head Thermostatic
Value for the acoustic group From 20 to 30 db

http://www.cersanit.com/ceramics-and-equipment/zen_1,101.html
http://www.cersanit.com/ceramics-and-equipment/zen_fittings_2,157.html


Value for the flow class Head: 20.7, shower handle: 19.71

Warranty 12 years for body , 3 years for thermostatic faucet (cartridge) , 2 years for shower
elements
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Product index AAEZ1000425016


